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Global communications network? Everyone knows the Internet’s a sea of 

porn and hackers and literally nothing else whatsoever. Anyway, since 

when was communications our business? Cuh. Look, we’ll get around to 

you when we get around to you, okay? You need us more than we need 

you, you know. You’ll get your precious Internet back before the end of 

the month or year. Pervert. 
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What a couple of months that was. It started with voting in the AV referendum 

and ended with Rupert Murdoch losing his mind. 

 

Voting on May 5th was the most depressing moment of my life that week. 

Even before I entered the polling station, I knew we’d basically lost. That’s no 

excuse for staying home and not voting, though, so I showed up to formalise my place on 

the losing side of an argument that, thanks to its result, won’t be revived within my lifetime. 

Walking sadly down the aisle to pick up my pen and voting slip were like a Bataan death-

march for electoral reform.  

 

Then we (in Britain) woke up to discover that Captain Evil was dead and in hell. We’re very 

much against the death penalty here, but we still find ourselves saying “good”. That’s far 

too tricky to reconcile here, so we’ve given it a go elsewhere, along with and an 

increasingly unfunny biography of Beardy McMassmurderer. 

 

Finally, News Corporation got itself into a world of shit and ended up sacrificing an entire 

paper (and 200 jobs, but if they gave a fuck about that they’d still be working in Fleet 

Street) to save one woman who frankly doesn’t seem all that special. As soon as that 

happened, it was obvious we’d have to change the cover from Bin Laden to Brooks. The 

story developed in the background as this magazine was being prepared, changing the 

shape of the various articles even as they were being made, and carried on afterwards. 

The announcement that Murdoch wasn’t getting BSkyB, for example, came too late to 

appear anywhere but here in this editorial. Now I know how Henry Grunwald must have 

felt. Well, roughly. 

John Wirstham-Harte, editor 

Now you know what people see in a Real Fire. 

Issued by the British Coal Marketing-wait, British Coal? Is that a thing? Really? Hey. who knew? 
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Somebody somewhere is having a Toffee Crisp. 

Cheerfully taking advantage of the fact that it’s 

impossible to care about everything since 1977 
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the revelation of the horrific lengths his papers go to to sell fish wrappers 
has brought to light just how much of our lives are run by Rupert Murdoch. 

can the teflon tycoon survive the storm or will he prove touchable after all? 

we refuse to get our hopes up, but we can enjoy the show while it lasts... 

the falling sky 

When the papers finally crossed the line 
 p10 

 Rupert bare  
p14 

The incredible  teflon woman 
 p16 
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n case you missed it, here’s 

what the fuss is about. Milly 

Dowler was 13 when she 

was abducted and 

murdered in March 2002. She 

was missing for six months 

before her body was found. 

Barely a few weeks before this 

magazine came out, her 

murderer was sentenced to life 

in prison. Shortly after the trial 

ended, the Guardian broke a 

story it was sitting on for two 

years: that the News of the 

World, who had already been 

criticised for hacking into the 

mobile phones of various 

celebrities, had done the same thing to Milly 

Dowler herself, and had even deleted some 

messages in order to free up space for more 

potential material, giving her parents false hope in 

the process that she may yet be found alive. An 

entire nation vomited as one. The editor of the 

News of the World at the time was Rebekah 

Brooks, now CEO of News International, the 

newspaper publishing arm of Rupert Murdoch’s 

News Corporation, which was (and remains) 

locked in an achingly slow process to buy up the 

ent i rety  of  B r i t i sh  Sky 

B r o a d c a s t i n g ,  p l a c i n g 

Murdoch in control of around 

50% of British media.  Oh, and 

also, they paid off the police to 

look the other way. And this 

kind of thing has been done to 

literally everyone in the country 

by literally every paper. So you 

see how this is a big story. 

The tabloid press’ nonchalant 

attitude to phone hacking had 

come out already, of course, 

and had cost Andy Coulson, a 

former News of the World 

editor, his job as David 

Cameron’s spindoctor (although 

any Prime Minister who’d ask 

anyone involved with that paper 

to be his spindoctor deserves 

everything they get). But once 

Coulson resigned, that was the 

end of the story as far as the 

public were concerned. After all, 

the only phones he’d tapped 

belong to the likes of Peter Andre 

and Kerry Katona (the latter of 

whom also had the bathroom in 

her house bugged with a tiny 

camera). Those people are the 

nation’s playthings. Hacking into 

their phones is perfectly okay. The 

line was only crossed when they 

bugged a murdered girl. And therein lies the 

puzzle of the public’s relationship with its own 

tabloid culture. 

 

on’t get us wrong. Bugging the mobile 

phone of a murdered girl and deleting 

potential evidence for the sake of a story is 

several degrees of magnitude worse than 

placing a camera in the bathroom of a former girl 

band singer. But holy Jesus, read that sentence 

again. 

A month before the Milly Dowler 

story broke, the biggest story in 

Britain involved the penis of a 

footballer entering the vagina of a 

former Big Brother contestant, and 

said footballer’s “super-injunction” 

to prevent his being named in the 

press, which inevitably had the 

opposite effect. It was Ryan Giggs, 

as everyone on Earth knew the 

day before the papers printed it. 

As the “story” went on, the public 

ridiculed Giggs for his stupidity in 

releasing that super-injunction in 

the first place. The press joined in 
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later. And it was dumb. All super

-injunctions are dumb. But these 

things don’t happen in a void. 

When we criticised him on 

Twitter that day, we were 

participating in the culture that 

made Giggs feel like he 

required a super-injunction in 

the first place. The culture that 

thinks it’s any of our business 

where his dick goes. In a sane 

society he wouldn’t have to 

take out a super-injunction 

because his fucking fucking 

wouldn’t make the papers in 

the first place. But we live in a 

world where it does, where it’s 

okay to pry into Ryan Giggs’ private life as if we 

care. Because we do care. 

 

ren’t  we just regurgitating the classic 

defence for the tabloid press, that they’re 

just giving people what they want? Well, 

yes, except we’re not using it as a 

defence. We’re just pointing out 

that, sadly, it’s true. They really, 

genuinely are giving people 

what they want. But to an extent 

they want this because tabloid 

culture has made them want it. 

It’s a chicken and egg situation 

that’s gradually escalated from 

the News of the World breaking 

the Profumo scandal through 

Jeffrey Archer’s hooker-related 

lowjinks to planting cameras in 

blameless but famous women’s 

bathrooms on the off-chance 

she might do a line of cocaine in 

front of it, because that’s what 

celebrities do, and pretending 

to be shocked about that sort of 

thing sells papers and funds the editor’s own 

cocaine habit*. That happened well after the Milly 

Dowler affair, incidentally. When you’ve already 

nonchalantly perverted the course of justice and 

exploited a dead teenage girl for the sake of 

profit, bathroom voyeurism is a no-brainer. 

It’s difficult to say this sort of harsh truth, because 

as soon as you try to share out blame, everyone 

automatically assumes you’re absolving the other 

guy  altogether. Only a Daily Star 

front page could be further from 

the truth; there’s no excuse for 

the things the tabloids (and, as it 

transpires, at least the Murdoch 

broadsheets) have been doing. 

None. This is the result of an 

unregulated, free-market driven 

press: less and less quality control, 

fewer and fewer ethical 

constraints, higher and higher 

sales and profits. See also pretty 

much every privatised company 

in the entire country. This is why 

the pathetic mewls from the right  

(and from the New York Times, as 

if they know anything about the 

News of the World) for less regulation — 

reminiscent of Enron blaming the regulators for 

their criminal negligence — need to be roundly 

shouted out of the room as what they are: the 

pathetic straw-grasping of people worried that the 

game is up. A free press is one thing, but a rabid 

dog off its leash in a public park is quite another. 

What we have in the commercial media right now 

is the “journalistic” equivalent of 

realpolitik. As the Milly Dowler 

case demonst rates  wi th 

sickening accuracy, absolutely 

anything goes as long as it sells 

papers. 

 

But at the same time, you can’t 

criticise the press for exploiting 

the people’s baser instincts 

without also criticising those 

instincts. We let this happen, to 

a greater or lesser extent.  We 

bought the papers. We learnt to 

see people like Katona and 

Giggs and Ricky Hatton as 

c r e a t u r e s  c r e a t e d  b y 

themselves, when they really had three parents: 

themselves, the media, and the consumer. We 

can’t remove ourselves from that triangle 

anymore. Perhaps the ultimate horror in the whole 

sorry saga is that everything they did, though it 

was undoubtedly all for their own benefit, they did 

in our names. 
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This page has been left blank in order 

to try and attract former readers of 

the News of the World. 
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In 2006, the Cun produced an exclusive front page 

declaring that Fraser, the new son of then-Chancellor  

and PM-in-waiting Gordon Brown, had cystic fibrosis. 

This was indeed exclusive to the Cun. No-one else had 

the story, largely because Brown and his wife hadn’t 

gone public with it yet, nor were they planning to. How 

the Cun got the information is a mystery. News 

International are “satisfied” that it was all above board, 

but of course they are. Brown, for his part, is and was 

enraged to the point of tears and contacted the editor 

(one Rebekah Wade) to let her know that he was not 

going to let his baby’s health be front page news. To 

this end, he put the story out on the wires before the 

paper came out, effectively trumping the Cun and 

denying them their exclusive. The response was chilling: 

according to a source quoted by the Guardian’s 

Marina Hyde, “Brown's communications team were told 

that if Gordon wanted to get into No 10, he needed to 

learn that was not how things were done.” 

Before he’d even got the job, Gordon had made his 

first mistake as PM. Don’t piss off the boss. 

11 
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othing gets done in British politics without 

Murdoch’s approval. Gordon Brown 

learned that: he was never so 

confrontational towards him or his empire 

again while Prime Minister. Not that it helped him. 

The Murdoch papers, which had supported the 

Labour Government since 1997, switched 

allegiances back to the Tories almost as soon as 

Tony Blair’s third term got started. When David 

Cameron was elected leader of the party, the 

Tories were finally lead by someone who looked 

like he could win an election even without 

Murdoch’s help for the first time since Evil Edna. 

Not that he’d have to put that to the test, because 

David Cameron, from the start, was bought and 

paid for by the cadaverous mid-Pacific tyrant. To 

an extent, so has every other Prime Minister been 

since approximately 1970; held 

to ransom by the sheer swing 

power of the Murdoch papers, 

arguably the three (four until 

recently) biggest names in British 

printed news. But Cameron is 

and has belonged to Murdoch 

to a terrifying extent. What other 

Prime Minister would appoint a News of the World 

editor — and yes, Alistair Campbell worked for the 

Mirror, but I don’t think he ever interviewed the 

Prime Minister and his wife about whether or not 

they’d ever fucked on a plane — as his 

communications director? 

And what of the sad story of Dominic Grieve? 

Grieve, a QC, is a thoughtful, precise man with 

very little patience for anyone he perceives as 

wasting his time. He was David Cameron’s Shadow 

Home Secretary for six months between June 2008 

and January 2009. His fate was sealed by a lunch 

appointment with the editor of the Cun — yes, that 

woman again — during which he made the 

terrible mistake of criticising the paper. Wade, as 

was, immediately rang Cameron and told him that 

as long as Grieve had the Home brief,  the Cun 

would not support the Conservative party. Grieve 

was immediately replaced by Chris Grayling. 

That’s just the start of the policies implemented by 

Cameron on behalf of Murdoch. Most chilling is his 

slavish nodding along with Rupert’s son James — 

the evil David Hyde Pierce — and his opinions on 

the BBC, ie that it is objectively evil and immoral, 

mainly because it’s publicly funded competition. 

When Ofcom took Sky to very, very slight task over 

its high prices, Cameron pledged that “Ofcom as 

we know it will cease to exist”.  

 

ut we’re concentrating too much on 

Cameron. His Waylon Smithers relationship 

with Murdoch might be on an unusual 

scale, but he’s not even close to being an 

aberration. Rupert has attended the Christmas 

parties of every Prime Minister since, oh, Palmerston 

or so. He even went to Chequers with Thatcher — 

and one of the most potent illustrations of his 

power is the fact that in all of Thatcher’s two-

volume, 50000-page memoirs, nowhere does 

Murdoch’s name appear. Not once. Despite the 

fact that it’s published by 

H a r p e r C o l l i n s — N e w s 

Corporation’s book publishing 

arm. Very little frightened that 

woman. Rupert Murdoch did. 

When the pathologically 

credulous Tony Blair invaded 

Iraq, the Murdoch press was 

among the relatively few media outlets in Britain 

actively supporting the invasion. Murdoch himself 

later admitted that the purpose of the invasion 

and his support thereof was to force down oil 

prices.  He was the only man who could actually 

say that, because what were you going to do 

about it? He controls the message. People will 

think, as Charles Foster Kane put it, what he tells 

them to think. His assertion about Iraq was 

mysteriously left out of his papers. 

 

ith his empire taking fire, some, like Ed 

Miliband, are using the opportunity to 

break out of the cycle of self-abuse, if 

only temporarily. Miliband may be the 

first politician in the country to actually criticise the 

man behind the curtain, rather than replacing the 

curtain and returning to worshipping the giant 

floating head, in decades. It may never happen 

again. Murdoch owns so many minds he’s thought 

himself untouchable for a long, long time. Now 

he’s finally being touched, but can we really dare 

hope he falls? For now, it’s enough that the empire 

is declining. It may never fall. 
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GAME OF THRONES 

MAD MEN 

NURSE JACKIE 

EXCLUSIVELY ON sky. 
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Believe in  what we tell you 
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On October 1, 1843, a new newspaper 

was published. It was aimed at a new 

market: the working-class (not that 

they’d come up with that self-

appellation just yet), who were now 

being taught how to read and write, 

hitherto arcane secrets reserved for 

the rich. Because they were so 

common, the paper deliberately 

aimed low, lower than any newspaper 

ever before, with largely fictional 

stories of murder and libidinous intrigue 

designed to appeal to the ape-men in 

their caps and shirts. Titillation and 

excitement. The new paper was called 

The News of the World. 

 

On July 10th, 2011, the last edition—

the 8,674th—of that newspaper was 

published. Apart from losing the 

definite article sometime around the 

turn of the century, nothing had 

changed. It’s a rare newspaper that 

sticks to its gameplan for 168 years. The 

News of the World came into the world 

a shabby, newsless rag of ill-repute, 

and went out the same way. From 

nothing it came, to nothing it aspired, 

to nothing it went. 

 

Green-eyed monster: Rebekah 

Brooks while still Wade, doing that 

thing she does that got Ross Kemp 

to marry her and Rupert Murdoch 

to promote her yesterday. 

14 
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Under the enormous headline “THANK YOU AND 

GOODBYE”, the double-page cover depicted a tapestry 

of classic NOTW covers that served as a reminder of why 

the paper was closing down. Just behind the logo readers 

could discern the cheery sight of the late Jade Goody, 

face contorted in shame and humiliation, on a cover 

explicitly commanding several million people to despise 

her. On the back, Ricky Hatton snorts cocaine and the 

paper simultaneously feigns surprise, outrage and the 

story’s importance. We can see front pages declaring as 

news the fact that Ian Huntley lives in a prison cell and 

Michael Jackson’s bed hadn’t been made since he died. 

The penises of Angus Deayton, David Beckham, Jeffrey 

Archer and Prince Andrew, Ryan Giggs and Sir Peter 

Harding are examined in detail, as is, for variety, the 

vagina of Elizabeth Hurley. There’s one calling Fern 

Britton—and it’s hard to think of a more harmless celebrity 

than that—a fat liar. It’s a landscape of relentless 

negativity, despair and horror, enough to convince a 

neutral observer that reading the News of the 

World must have being like being trapped in a 

lift with a barely literate and extremely boring 

office gossip with a disturbing habit of soiling 

themselves and then dancing around in the shit.  

It makes you glad this is the last one. And these 

are being displayed as part of a proud history. 

 

Most notably, with pride of place between 

headline and logo (where you’re bound to see 

it whether you want to or not), is the infamous 

“Named and Shamed” cover to the 2000 issue 

which outed several paedophiles hitherto 

protected under the Sex Offenders’ Register 

and implicitly ordered its readers to literally kill 

them. As it faces its death, this act is singled out 

by the paper, both on the website and inside, 

as one of their proudest achievements, leading 

as it did to mobs of angry, confused idiots who 

only comprehend what the papers tell them 

doing stupid things like harassing paediatricians (and despite the influence of telephone-game urban 

mythology having made this into a joke, it really mustn’t be forgotten that it genuinely happened). Oh, 

and the forthcoming public sex offenders register, which we’ll have nationwide by this time next year. It 

was the first big change in Britain made by Rebekah Wade. 

“NAMED SHAMED” — the original headline omitted the conjunction with a peculiarly NOTW sort of 

impatience and stupidity — was the first time most of the public first heard about Rebekah Wade. 32 

years old, lean and angular, and distinguished by hair that made her look like an evil Bonnie Langford, 

she had become the youngest editor of a national newspaper in British history earlier that year, and 
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almost immediately she had got the News of the World into the actual news. Sales 

skyrocketed. Three years later, she was on her way to the top job at the Cun, where 

she replaced the glum David Yelland (George Dawes having grown up and gone 

straight), who, lacking the basic streak of pure evil necessary for the job, had been 

constantly outmanoeuvred by his Mirror counterpart, Piers Morgan. Almost 

immediately, she managed the same feat: when Frank Bruno was taken to hospital, where he would be 

diagnosed with bipolar disorder, the headline in the Cun the next day read “BONKERS BRUNO LOCKED 

UP”. The very next day they printed a full-page apology and statement from the charity SANE. Wade 

then instituted mental health writing guidelines drawn up by the charity for the entire newspaper to 

follow. Then she made a point of making 

a sizable donation to them. Cake both 

had and eaten. 

By now she was married (without taking 

his name) to Ross Kemp, the hardman of 

EastEnders, although in their marriage, he 

was the abuse victim. After five years of 

swollen Mitchell lips and “Shut up, you 

homophobic cow”, they separated in 

2007. Wade immediately latched onto 

the far more rich, not to mention right-

wing (anyone who has to specify that his 

interests include “non-green” country 

issues probably isn’t a nice person) 

Charlie Brooks, an old Etonian horse-

related human. This time she clearly meant it, because unlike with her first marriage, she took the new 

husband’s name. 

The newly-minted Rebekah Brooks soon left the editor’s seat at the Cun to become CEO of News 

International, the company that runs the four, now temporarily three, Murdoch newspapers — the Cun, 

the News of the World, and the daily and Sunday Times (and not to be confused with News Corporation, 

the monolith that owns the lot, of which Rupert is still CEO). She’d just turned 41. Suddenly, out of 

seemingly nowhere, she was now one of the closest lieutenants to Rupert Murdoch, arguably the last of 

the great media emperors like his old arch-enemy Robert Maxwell and his mentor and fellow 

countrymen Kerry Packer. How this happened so fast is as much of a mystery as Brooks’ past prior to 

1989, when she first joined the News of the World (Who’s Who includes claims she studied at La 

Sorbonne, but she was the one who told them that and there’s no evidence she’s even seen the inside 

of the building).  

Could it possibly be connected to Murdoch’s strange conviction that she’s worth sacrificing an entire 

newspaper for? The News of the World brand was already pretty toxic and plans were already 

underway to merge it with the Cun (that’s “merge” in the Murdochian sense: the same way that Sky 

merged with BSB), but what we saw this July and are continuing to see as this magazine goes to e-press 

is an entire institution burnt to the ground in an ultimately failed attempt to end the story with a massive 

symbolic punishment, without actually punishing Brooks herself. Even NOTW readers weren’t stupid 

enough to see through that one. Mostly. 

But the point remains: how is it the NOTW a toxic brand and Rebekah Brooks isn’t? On the same day the 

last NOTW came out, Rupert Murdoch was pictured with his arms around Brooks, claiming her as his first 

priority. Whatever she has on him must be absolutely astonishing, especially considering the shit the 

public already know about him. How much longer can Rupert stand by a woman who has done such 

terrible things even News of the World readers hate her? There’s no end to his devotion in sight as this 

magazine goes to whatever it goes to, and we’re glad. Maybe he’ll sacrifice his entire empire for her. 

We can dream. 

Ginger snaps: in an image destined 

to become one of the iconic pictures 

of 2011, Rebekah Brooks leaves the 

News of the World offices after 

pretending to sympathise with the 

200 people who were fired so she 

wouldn’t have to be yesterday. 
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WE DON’T GIVE A FUCK ANYMORE. 

MRROWWEWR 
etc, etc. 

He says to take drugs, drive 
drunk, never vote, beat your 

children, don’t use a condom, 
ONLY TruSt STRANGERS, never lo0k 
both ways before you cross the 

road, and always smoke! 
EspecIally in bed! 
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Look, we’re still ironing 

out the kinks. 

Well, of bloody course it blew up after a cocking 9.0 magnitude earthquake, people. 

Jesus Christ, just because nuclear power has a couple of massive drawbacks, 

everyone fucking picks on us.  But the truth is that, apart from the fact that the 

waste is a bit tricky to get rid of and gives you cancer, and the fact that when it 

goes wrong — which everything inevitably does, even windmills — it goes 

apocalyptically wrong, nuclear power’s really good. Really.  

We just need to figure some stuff out, okay? So leave us alone. And stop confusing 

us with atom bombs. Jesus Christ, people. Jesus Christ. 
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The mastermind 

of 9/11 has been 

caught and 

killed, inside  a 

decade. AS THE 

PARTYING FINALLY 

DIES DOWN, 

Gareth Manford 

has 2SUNS’ take 

on life and death 

of  سامة به محمد به

 عوض به الدن.
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G 
ood news, America: your country killed a man. Never let it be said that the United 

States doesn’t eventually get their man when they can be bothered to actually try. 

The announcement came out of the blue, and — to those of us on the other side of 

the Atlantic — overnight. One day we woke up and the bogeyman was dead. It 

probably says a lot about America that this writer, for one, assumed upon reading the baldly 

stated headline “OSAMA BIN LADEN DEAD” that his kidneys had finally given out and they’d 

come across his body or something. But no, it was a proper American military operation, and a 

successful one, which, for all their posturing, is a relative rarity. No-one in a US uniform got shot 

by anyone else in a US uniform, for one thing. 

Cynicism aside, this is a genuinely massive achievement one way or another, and it was given 

the kind of news coverage you would expect for such a huge story, ie ghoulish and unsettling. 

There were endless pans across the scrubby little room in which the malevolent Beard of Evil 

had died. We saw his soiled mattress, with dialysis equipment scattered about the place. We 

saw his red pills. We saw his breakfast cereals. We saw his coin collection. And back to the 

bed. And the pills. And the cereal. And over and over again while we’re constantly being 

reminded via voiceover of the fact that this man killed several thousand people and aren’t we 

glad he’s dead? 

 

A 
re we? Well, that’s the trouble. It will surprise none of our twelve regular readers that 

we’re against the death penalty at 2SUNS. No-one has the right to kill, especially 

not something as inherently untrustworthy as the fucking state. At the same time, 

we believe that Osama bin Laden genuinely deserved to die. The man slaughtered 

thousands for extremely vague religious reasons. What a cunt. What an absolute cunt. He was 

a mass-murdering piece of shit whose only legacy is a gigantic ocean of innocent blood. The 

world is genuinely marginally better off without him, even if he wasn’t able to do owt by the 

end but lie in his bed nursing his kidney failure and appearing in the occasional low-budget 

BBC Have Your Say video. 

Our method for staving off cognitive dissonance is this: we accept that some few people are 

absolute shits who genuinely deserve to die, but first, we bear in mind that those people are 

rare and exceptional cases — Osama, Hitler, Stalin, Kelvin MacKenzie, that sort of thing — and 

second, we also bear in mind that even if we accept these people do deserve death, we 

don’t deserve the power to kill — any more than they did. 

 

T 
his hasn’t stopped people from celebrating the killing like a lottery win. Particularly in 

New York, which was draped in flags and candles and whooping. Obviously, this is 

morally wrong. Rejoicing in the death of anyone, even Osama bin Laden, is morally 

wrong. It’s also inevitable, which kind of balances that out. This is a joy born of rage, 

and rage is a standard human emotion, particularly healthy when your city is attacked and 

grievously injured. As an instantaneous reaction to the news, it’s understandable and even 

justifiable, as long as it dies out after sleeping on it. If it doesn’t, it becomes a philosophy, and 

any philosophy that embraces killing is closer to a pathology than anything else. 

So basically our answer to the question “is it appropriate to celebrate the death of someone 

like Bin Laden” is a no with a but. That’s the kind of hard-hitting and decisive journalism you’ve 

come to expect from your super soaraway SUNS. 

DEATH PARTY! 
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A BRIEF AND ARBITRARY TIMELINE 
OF BIN LADEN’S SHIT LIFE 

March 10, 1957. Osama Muhammad bin Awad bin Laden (and the rest) born in Riyadh, 

Saudi Arabia. We’re taking his word on the date, but since he’s dead it hardly matters now 

anyway. 

1974. Bin Laden marries his first of several wives. They divorce before his big day in the sun. 

Altogether, he either had five or six wives, no-one’s quite sure. Not all at the same time 

though. Only about three or four of them at any one point. 

1980. Leaves university, where he either did Civil Engineering or Public Administration, to join 

Mujahedeen, the guerrilla army in Afghanistan fighting the Soviet Union, who’d just invaded 

them for no obvious reason and were already regretting it. The Mujahedeen are later semi-

secretly funded by the United States, on the grounds that they were shooting at Russians for 

whatever reason. 

1984. Forms Maktab al-Khidamat (the Afghan Services Bureau), an organisation within the 

Mujahedeen with the purpose of raising money and recruiting new fighters. 

1988. Splits from Maktab al-Khidamat because it wasn’t sufficiently into insanely hardline 

Islam, and forms al-Qaeda, which is. 

1992. Gets kicked out of Saudi Arabia after several years of increasingly irritating 

pronouncements against literally everyone and goes to live in Sudan. By now he’s actively 

working on bringing down the west, most notably drawing up early plans to blow up New 

York. America starts to take notice. 

1996. Gets kicked out of Sudan after the US lean on the Sudanese authorities. Catches 

plane back to Afghanistan, where he officially declares war on the United States. 

November 17, 1997. Islamic cunts gun (and knife) down 62 holidaymakers in Luxor, in an 

attack funded by bin Laden. 

August, 7, 1998. The US embassies in Nairobi and Dar-es-Salaam are simultaneously blown 

up, killing hundreds, in Bin Laden’s first successful attack on US interests. 

September 11, 2001. You know this one. Bin Laden initially denies responsibility, but 

eventually takes the blame (being a terrorist, he calls it “credit”, but fuck that noise) in 2004. 

Then-President George W. Bush commences a program of tragedy exploitation. Bin Laden 

runs into hiding. The US apparently can’t find him. 

12 October, 2002. 240 people are killed in a suicide bombing in Bali by an al-Qaeda 

affiliated bunch of absolute cuntfucks. 

November, 2004. Bin Laden breaks radio silence to attempt to influence US election through 

reverse psychology, and succeeds. 

7 July, 2005. 56 people are killed when four buses are blown up simultaneously in London. 

2006. George W. Bush claims that capturing bin Laden is “not a top priority use of American 

resources”. 

May, 2011. Bin Laden finally returns to the news when it is revealed that a bunch of US 

marines have burst into the grubby flat in Pakistan where he was living and shot him 

repeatedly in the face and head. Body buried at sea so as to discourage pilgrimages. 
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Ragged-Trousered, that is. These are the people who voted “no” because they were told to, because 

they swallowed every lie the No campaign threw at them, and they threw a lot. Doped up by the media 

they believe themselves to have chosen of their own free will, they dutifully went out and voted against 

their own interests in a referendum they barely understood — because they weren’t allowed to — armed 

with just enough information to reach the polling station and put a little X in the box marked “keep the 

balance in our democracy tilted toward the rich and/or powerful”. 

 

And we weren’t kidding about the lies. Pretty much the one and only genuine fact the NO2AV campaign 

used was that there was a referendum happening. Just about everything else they said was bullshit. Not 

just twisting the truth, but actual fiction. Their leaflet, posted to every house in Britain, should go down in 

history as one of the most insidious pieces of 

propaganda in British history, a true low point for the 

entire country 

 

Before you’d even opened the letter it shrieked at you: 

“KEEP ONE PERSON, ONE VOTE”. Which would have 

happened if people had voted Yes, of course, but the 

Philanthropists will never know that now. After that they 

wept and rent their hair about the cost of the whole thing, which obviously in the real world wouldn’t have 

been very much at all since the change would have been largely conceptual, but in the made-up world 

of the NO2AV scare campaign would have cost £250 million. 96 million for the referendum, somehow; 26 

million on “explaining the change to voters” — so there you go, Philanthropists, they’re calling you 

imbeciles right there in the fucking leaflet — and 130 million on Diebold-tastic electronic voting machines, 

which was such a complete and total lie it’s almost beautiful. It was a referendum on making democracy 

more democratic, not introducing fucking 

Diebold machines, you fucking lying cunts.  

 

Then there was the constant framing of the 

debate as a race, which was just completely 

disingenuous. But it worked. The lies worked. 

Partly because the people behind the 

NO2AV campaign also owned, or had 

access to, newspapers and other forms of 

media that could repeat the lies over and 

over again, often in the form of “objective” 

news, to an audience already softened up 

and suggestible by years of that sort of thing. 

And partly because they never, not once, 

tried to defend FPTP. They made it all about 

attack, attack, attack; attack AV for 

completely made-up reasons, and don’t let 

up until the status quo has been protected 

by the very people who would have 

benefitted from the change. That’s how 

referendums, and elections for that matter, 

are won. 

 

It’s hard to get too angry at the 

Philanthropists, though. They’ve been the 

possessions of the people behind NO2AV for 

a long, long time. This is just the latest 

example of the turkeys being led to vote for 

Christmas. 

TyPe       1 T H E  P H i L A N T H r O P I S T  

The one and Only Genu ine facT t He 

N0 campaign used was ThaT TherE 

was a rEferendum happening.  

Some utter bullshit yesterday: athletics: clearly  identical to parliamentary democracy in every conceivable way. 
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This type is perhaps the most infuriating. They’re 

progressives, readers of The Guardian and The New 

Statesman and the Independent and what-have-you, but 

they still voted “no” because they felt AV was, as Nick 

Clegg himself put it, “a miserable little compromise”. What 

they wanted was actual proportional representation: the 

Morning Star advocated the Single Transferable Vote with 

Multimember Constituencies, tried in the 1950s with mixed 

results but certainly a pretty damned good application of 

the fair voting principle on a national canvas. What is less 

clear is why they thought they’d get this by actively voting 

for First Past the Post. 
 

If any of our 25 or so readers fit this profile — and if they do, 

they won’t be readers much longer — we’d like to say this: 

thanks. Thanks a fucking bunch. Thanks a motherfucking 

CARTLOAD, YOU STUPID FUCKING CUNTS. You’re worse than 

the fucking Cun readers and the Mail readers, falling into 

line where they were told. You thought this through. Up to a 

point. Not up to the point where you realised that voting 

against something won’t actually get you that thing, though, unfortunately for the rest of us 

progressives with reasoning abilities. 

 

Clegg wasn’t wrong, of course. It was always going to be a compromise the second he signed 

away his party’s soul, because they had to get a referendum on electoral reform out of the Tories, 

who are allergic to change. They'd rather nothing at all change, at all, ever, and those things that have 

already changed, change back. Which is why their 

version of the referendum did the absolute minimum. 

 

Funnily enough, though, that doesn't mean your turning 

it down will somehow get us full-blown Proportional 

Representation. In fact, it'll make it even less likely. This 

may actually be the most obvious thing in the entire 

world. Turning down electoral reform, even minor and 

compromised, when you finally get asked about it, will 

actually NOT make people think what you want is 

electoral reform. 

 

Whereas voting yes would have at least a) made our democracy marginally more fair and b) demonstrate 

a desire among the British people for actual change. An ignorable desire, like all desires are to politicians, 

but a desire nonetheless. The Tories won't be in power forever. Well, unless idiots like you keep letting them 

in by voting for them, in the hopes that they’ll understand you don’t really mean it or something. 

 

Those of you who turned it down for not being enough are absolute imbeciles who have destroyed any 

hope you ever had of seeing genuine change in your lifetimes. Now we're stuck with our archaic system 

forever, and I don't see how it's possible that you didn't know that was going to happen when you actively 

voted for it. In particular, both the Morning Star and the Socialist Worker, two (relatively) far-left and self-

described radical papers, called for a “no” vote on AV, which is surely the first time in either paper’s history 

that they actively commanded their readers to vote Tory. Because — and how could this possibly have 

failed to chime with them? — that is precisely what they did. 

 

Well, thanks. Thanks. Sincerely. All you supposed progressives who sniffed and voted "no" have ended any 

chance at all of any sort of electoral reform. Even if we wouldn't have been much closer to PR with a Yes, 

we're now further from it than ever before. It's frankly never going to happen and it's your fault for actively 

voting against it. Thanks a god damned BUNCH. God, if only you had a single, soft face I could be 

punching over and over again right now. Once again: thanks a bunch. Please either learn to think things 

through or simply never vote again, for anything, because you're too damn stupid to understand the most 

simple concepts. God, fuck the lot of you. 

You’re abso luTe imbeci les wH0 

have des tr oyed any h o pe y ou ever 

had o f see ing Genu ine chaNGe in  

y our  L i feT imes.  

Bedtime for Democracy 

TyPe       2 
< 

THE accideNTAl CONCErN TROLL 
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TyPe       3 THE yES cAmpAiGN 
Well, let’s face it. They failed. The other guys should have been the ones who had to work for it. They were 

defending the status quo. But, of course, they didn’t have to work at all because they deliberately refused 

to defend. They attacked the alternative, or more accurately a pretend version of the alternative they 

made up. Precisely when the strawman became an acceptable part of British politic rhetoric isn’t clear, 

but I’m pretty sure it was fucking never. 

 

We’ve already established that the “No” leaflet should 

be placed in a museum marked “most audaciously 

untrue mainstream political pamphlet” for future 

generations to gawp at in wonder at how easy it was 

to win a referendum in 2011. But that’s only half the 

story. The other half is the Yes campaign’s response, or 

lack thereof. 

 

In Rob Reiner and Aaron Sorkin’s splendid film The American President, the titular Andrew Shepherd 

steadfastly refuses to engage sinister Cheney-Rumsfeld hybrid Richard Dreyfuss when he continually 

attacks his relationship with the lovely Annette Bening, even when it becomes clear that the attacks are 

working and turning people against him. Eventually he wises up and hits back with one of the great 

monologues in 1990s American cinema. The point is, it’s all very well not stooping to the other guy’s level, 

but when it gets to the point that they’re explicitly calling your girlfriend a whore, you need to tear them 

apart for doing so. 

 

The NO2AV leaflet’s blatant lies were torn to shreds on the Internet, but out in the real world they were 

largely, for all practical purposes, unchallenged. 

The Yes campaign should have defended their 

position as strongly as the No campaign attacked 

it. They should have pointed out the fact that 

attacks were all NO2AV had. They should have 

gone through every lie and destroyed it. They 

should have told people they were being lied to, 

that they were being fed false information by a 

system that fears for its power. They should have. 

And that’s all we have left; should have. 

 

It’s not entirely their fault. They never had the 

money the No campaign did, partly because 

NO2AV were the defenders of the establishment, 

which gave them far, far more resources at their 

disposal than Yes. The No campaign’s leafletful of 

shit and garbage and acres and acres of lies 

were distributed across the country like it was 1987 and the AIDS epidemic all over again. The Yes 

campaign simply couldn’t afford that. 

 

But still, NO2AV seemed to care about their position more than Yes ever did theirs. Their bullshit was more 

effective than Yes’ truth and simple trust in the fact that they were in the right. The Party Election 

broadcasts for NO featured horse races (in which the horse that comes in third is declared the winner 

because OF COURSE THAT’S EXACTLY HOW AV WOULD HAVE FUCKING WORKED). The ones for YES 

featured Dan Snow patiently explaining the system. Dynamic lies beat soft-spoken truths every time. Sorry, 

everybody. 

N02AV seemed T o  care ab ouT THEIR 

p o s I T i o n  m o r e  t H A N  T HE  YES 

campaiGn ever d id THEIRS.  
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Unions! Strikes! Anger! Rallies! It’s the eighties all over again! 
Complete with the unions making the same PR mistakes. 
Humphrey Jaylynn gawps. 
 

We've been promised an Autumn of Discontent.  People from all walks of life rallying against the 

cuts imposed by Cameron and Gideon, standing up and saying that this is not how to run a 

country.  

Your Dashing Correspondent is not entirely convinced.  The Left, the end of the political spectrum 

famed for organising, has for a long time in Britain appeared singularly unable to do so.  And yet, 

there is a sense of building momentum.  After the initial mass anti-cuts march in April, the first large-

scale strike hit on 30th June, the first time that workers across a huge range of public sector 

professions said they would not stand for their futures being raided to pay for mistakes that were 

not theirs.  

I was outside Charing Cross station and saw the river of marchers flow down the Strand, breaking 

a little on Trafalgar Square before heading for Whitehall.  There were thousands - reports on the 

actual numbers, naturally, vary.  The Government figures say about 100,000, the unions have 

claimed 200,000.  All I can verify is that from where I stood, the mass of people and banners 

stretched as far as the eye could see.  

'Save our pensions - no more cuts!' floated above the crowd in a thousand places, joined by the 

inevitable invasion of Socialist Worker signs and one street-wide banner for the LBGT movement 

showing solidarity.  

This solidarity, however, does not extend very far beyond the marchers and their immediate 

families.  The wider public perception is not of a group of people who simply want what they were 

originally promised, or of a group rightly upset at being told they have to subsidise people earning 

a hundred times their wage.  It is, instead, the "cynical efforts of a self-serving minority to coerce 

the general public and the elected Government into conceding [to] its demands".  That's not just 

flowery language, that's a direct quote from the comments in the Independent, of all places - 

DARKDARKDARK   
SARCASMSARCASMSARCASM   
CLASSROOMCLASSROOMCLASSROOM   

in thein thein the   
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CLASSROOMCLASSROOMCLASSROOM   

hardly a bastion of socialism but not a nest of rabid capitalists either.  

This isn't isolated.  A few other comments from the general public as reported by the 

BBC:  

"My child's at a special needs school as she has a speech delay, her school is on strike 

so my child misses out on her education because of it!!  I'm also getting made 

redundant next week so these people should consider themselves lucky to actually 

have a job!!!!!"  

"The rest of us who don't work in the public sector are going to have to work an extra 

ten years for considerably less so have little or no sympathy...  I'm going to work to my 

minimum wage job now."  

Even Ed Miliband - the leader of what is putatively the main worker's political party in 

Britain but is looking increasingly uncomfortable with that positioning - refused to 

endorse the action.  When asked, he said that strikes shouldn't happen as long as 

negotiations were happening, and when pressed, he said it again.  And again, and 

again.  

Is this anything more than the sad reflection of a party that has forgotten socialist roots 

in the quest for more populist support?  Partially, yes.  Miliband may be a cross 

between a robot and a broken record, but he is still a competent politician and knows 

that coming out in support of these strikes would cost his party far more votes than it 

would win.  

However, to reach the real reasons behind the lack of public support and the political 

disassociation we need to dig a bit deeper.  There are two problems here - one of 

which can be laid at the feet of the strikers themselves and one of which is more 

endemic.  

The first is the traditional problem of the Left: presentation and perception.  Progressive 

ideas tend to be better thought-through, their proponents have by far a better grasp 

of social implications of their proposals, but they are also, as a rule, utterly incapable of 

PR, and presenting these ideas in a way that convinces an undecided public that their 

way is, in fact, best for society.  They expect people to just understand their complex 

facts and figures, and are then surprised when said people are swayed by the Right's 

emotion-driven policy assassination.  

On this march, people were calling for no cuts without any alternative offered.  There 

may be compelling arguments for alternatives out there - this magazine itself offered 

one - but in the mainstream, this argument has already been won.  Cuts are necessary 

- this is the position of every major political party.  These aren't 'Tory cuts' - these are 

cuts that would have happened if Labour had won the last election, just over a longer 

period of time.  In this atmosphere, calling for things just to be put back the way they 

were is going to look naive at best and bloody-minded idiocy at worst, neither of 

which win sympathy.  

This isn't to say sympathy will never be forthcoming, but if the marchers want to get 
agreement they need to understand how the message is heard, and of all the public 
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sector workers involved, teachers will have the hardest 

time.  Ask anyone if they think it's fair that a person should be 

asked to contribute more of their own money for no net gain, 

and they will say no.  Say that the reason for this is due to the 

actions of a wealthy elite, who remain elite and remain wealthy, sympathy will turn to 

indignation.  But this is not how it is seen.  The people whose support the marchers 

desperately need - the working classes, the middle classes, the shop workers, the office 

managers, the clerks, the engineers, everyone in equivalent private sector roles - all 

these people had to take unpaid leave to look after their kids while the schools were 

closed.  These people were then asked for support in allocating more of their tax 

money to the pensions of those who had just inconvenienced them, a pension which is 

probably already better than what the office managers, clerks and engineers are 

getting... however much sympathy they felt for the teachers before then, you can bet it 

wasn't much afterwards.  

So how is this fixed?   Don't target the taxes of the 

people you want to support you.  For the love of 

God, offer alternatives.  Suggest dropping 

Trident.  Suggest a higher tax rate for the 

wealthy.  Suggest something.  Any ideas don't have 

to come with cash flow forecasts and impact 

assessments, they just need to shift the burden away 

from those whose support is desperately needed if 

we are to have any hope of regaining a welfare 

state, and the kind of subsidised retirement that 

anyone who has worked as hellishly hard as a 

teacher deserves.  

Your Dashing Correspondent is not hopeful.  The Left 

has had years to get good at PR and hasn't 

managed it yet.  This is absolutely not saying there 

should not have been a strike; even if the argument 

that there is no money to give is accepted, 

government and employers must never think they 

can ride roughshod over the rights of their 

workers.  Give ground once, they will expect it to be given again.  We must say 'we will 

not stand for this'.  However, if we wish to carry the weight of popular support, we 

cannot be blind to public perception.  

This is cosmetic stuff.  What is harder to deal with is a far more bedded-in problem, one 

summed up by the actions, in the days before the strike, of everyone's favourite glove 

puppet: Michael Gove.  

There was all the usual talk about how the strike would undermine the legitimacy of the 

profession, was threatening education and would lose respect in the eyes of the public: 

the kind of briefing that would come from any minister in this situation, regardless of 

political stripe.  The one live bullet in all this trigger-happy posturing was the call to 

parents to keep schools open.  

A young Michael Gove. (Copyright BBC) 
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Watching a recent interview by the BBC, Your Dashing Correspondent was almost struck 

down, collapsed, driven to cardiac arrest by surprise.  For a fleeting minute, he agreed 

with Michael Gove.  

The discussion was on, of course, the impending teacher strike.  Michael, artfully 

arranged so that you could barely see the hand operating his jaw, said he had been 

concerned for some time that teachers were not treated with the respect they 

deserved.  

He was back to the usual doggerel shortly after, but at that point, even if only by luck, he 

was right.  

You would find it hard to find anyone who does not agree there are few more important 

jobs to a society than teaching.  A teacher is responsible for the knowledge, outlook, 

and pure functioning of the children who pass through their class.  A good teacher can 

inspire for life, a bad one can render a subject entirely off-limits.  They shape the course 

of the whole society.  And yet, the job is thankless.  They are placed into an 

examinational straitjacket and then vilified by the press for not giving a rounded 

education.  They do 12 hour days and are treated as if they never work due to the 

summer holiday.  Footballers are paid in a day what most teachers earn in a year.  

Gove was, naturally, back to form very soon.  In the same breath as saying that teachers 

should be valued more, he encouraged parents to go in to schools and keep them 

open.  At a stroke, he has downgraded the teaching profession to a bunch of amateurs, 

their training worth nothing.  Any parent can go in.  Another part of poorly-thought-

through 'big society' dogma, as if the job of a professional with fifteen years experience 

in crowd control, psychology and inspiration can be done just as well by a warehouse 

manager with a few hours spare.  

This is the attitude that needs to change.  Until teachers have the respect they are due, 

no-one will listen to their calls for better wages or better pensions, because no-one will 

believe they are worth it.  All that responsibility, all those hours, only worth £25k per year 

and a pittance in retirement.  

Your Dashing Correspondent does not, unfortunately, have a solution to this.  A good 

start would be increasing their wages; like it or not, value in today's society is measured 

by paycheque size.  Telling a friend you are a teacher will have far more cachet if that 

means you earn £50k per year.    

This begs the question, of course, of how it would be paid.  There are certainly worse 

ways to spend a 1% tax rise on the general population, but there could be a better 

way.  More money naturally means more tax, but the tax can come from business.  And 

any forward thinking business should be happy to pay.  For years they have complained 

about the quality of graduates and school leavers - so they can provide the money to 

improve that quality.  This isn't a tax, it's an investment.  These are the people who will be 

growing those businesses, bringing in more money for their owners and shareholders.  The 

better their education, the more money these businesses will make.  This isn't only 

profitable, it's fair, and fairness is what socialism should be about. 

A young Michael Gove. (Copyright BBC) 
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ABSOLUT TOPICALITY. 
YES, AND ABSOLUT PIXELLATION, HA BLOODY HA. IF YOU COULD DO BETTER, FUCKING WRITE IN AND OFFER YOUR PHOTOSHOP SERVICES! GOD KNOWS 

WE NEED IT. ALTHOUGH WE SUPPOSE PHRASES LIKE “FUCKING WRITE IN” MIGHT HAVE SOMETHING TO DO WITH THE LACK OF RESPONSE SO FAR.  
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Greece is on fire and the 

Eurozone is disintegrating. 

Humphrey Jaylynn 

explains it all for you. 

Y 
ou might remember the sci-fi-Western chimera Firefly; the best thing Joss Whedon ever did 

which was dropped by Fox after a single season, because the Fox commissioning board is 

made entirely of arsewipes who have about as much sense of what makes good 

entertainment as a novelty toilet-roll holder.  

 

The concept was a 1960s schoolboy dream - cowboys and spaceships... cowboys in spaceships! 

- and the plots were sometimes simplistic, but because it was a Joss Whedon show, the dialogue 

crackled.  As someone who was once addicted to the show, I'd like to draw your attention to a 

scene at the end of the first episode.  After a successful deal and escape, the captain Mal and 

tough guy Jayne have a scene in the spaceship cockpit.  Mal knows Jayne was offered money 

to switch sides and shoot him, and he asks Jayne why he didn't do so.  

"Money wasn't good enough," Jayne says.  

"And when it is good enough?"  Mal asks.  

Jayne shrugs.  "Well... that'll be an interesting day."  

 

And why I am chatting pop culture in the deeply serious and heavyweight 2SUNS 

magazine?  You may not think that cut-off-in-its-prime early 21st-century entertainment can tell us 

much about early 21st-century economic collapse, but there is a lesson here.  The eurozone is 

pulling out all the stops to prevent a Greek default: strong-arming banks into rolling over debt 

and forcing the Greeks at gunpoint into an austerity plan that would give Gideon a 

nosebleed.  A Greek default is a nightmare scenario for the eurozone and so the government is 

effectively being bribed, against the wishes of its population, to play along.  Here, though, the 

issue is the opposite one to that faced by Mal.  The money is good enough.  The Greeks have 

narrowly forced through the cuts.  But it's only a debt rollover; in theory, the Greeks will still pay it 

back, but they'll need a lot more of these deals first.  Eventually, the money won't be good 

enough any more, and that's going to be a very bad thing for Europe.  

 

This was a situation which, in theory, should never have arisen.  When the Euro was conceived a 

series of stringent tests were devised to ensure that all participating nations' economies were 

roughly aligned, explicitly to reduce the risks of it being a currency constantly in crisis.  But as the 

eurozone grew, the politicians became so convinced of success and eager for the kudos of 

expansion that they allowed some leeway on the tests, and failed to conduct proper audits of 

the new entrants.  

 

This means that:  1.  The economic data Greece submitted should have been seen as not good 

enough;  and 2.  It was all made up anyway.  

GRECIAN 
FORMULA 
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T 
his, however, is just the set-up.  What 

it shows is that the international 

financial system - the system by 

which nations are funded and by 

which their people are paid - is less the well

-designed fortress of rigorous regulations 

and sensible investors as it is a set of rules 

written by a six-year-old high on sugar and 

populated by a crowd toddlers whose 

response to things not going their own way 

is to take all their toys away.  

Exhibit A is the system of funding itself.  The 

idea of banks holding enough reserves in 

gold to cover their deals is a thing of the 

distant past.  The amount of money in the 

world is increasing all the time thanks to 

speculation and trade, but this doesn't 

mean we're producing more physical 

cash.  It's just numbers stored in a 

computer.  Quantitative easing is a prime 

example: the BoE made up money when it 

was needed to fill a gap.  

So, despite the fact that all this money is 

basically imaginary, the ECB has still 

managed to run out.  

It is hard to understand how this is even 

possible, but I'm not claiming to be an 

economist so let's give them the benefit of 

the doubt here.  Adding extra money into 

the system will lead to a hike in inflation 

across the eurozone.  Maybe there really 

are reasons why this is not preferable to the 

financial detonation of a sovereign nation.  

Exhibit B is the way in which a risk can 

never actually be a risk, even if it is obvious 

to everyone that it is, in fact, pretty damn 

risky.  

France and Germany have spent the past 

two months sweet-talking, persuading and 

finally strong-arming their banks into rolling 

over the Greek debt, effectively re-lending 

the money as soon as it becomes due.  

Why was this necessary?  When a bank 

invests, it expects a certain percentage 

return.  This return is a measurement of the 

risk of the investment.  It's too simplistic to 

suggest that a 5% interest rate means 

there's 5% chance of the money never 

coming back, but the relationship is 

valid.  More risk, more return.  In reality, the 

risk of money not returning is tiny in 

comparison to the interests rates given.  

Except not this time.  This time, Greece 

actually can't pay.  While the eurozone 

ministers run round and talk about 

refinancing, the elephant in this particular 

room is that there is no money to 

give.  Greece's economy is shattered and 

the austerity program imposed by the IMF 

and ECB is only going to make things 

worse.  The money those investors put in is 

never being seen again.  

Well, bad luck, would be the obvious 

answer.  It's a business.  You take a few 

gambles.  Most win, a few lose, you get 

over it.  

But that isn't how the banks see things.  It's 

how they explain things, until the point 

where someone actually can't pay.  Then 

they start saying that losing money was 

never part of the game plan, and they'd 

better get it back.  

This isn't a new tune.  The exact same thing 

happened with Lehman Brothers, causing 

banks across the world to have to be 

propped up by taxpayers.  Now we have it 

GRECIAN FORMULA 
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again, but this time it's not a bank going 

bust, it's a country.  Once again, tax money 

that was going to build schools and 

hospitals will instead insulate a bank from its 

own stupidity.  The threatened alternative is 

for the banks to clam up entirely and stop 

the money flowing around the system, 

meaning governments across the world 

can't function.  

 

That's what we've built, kids.  A world where 

Bob Diamond can switch off governments 

when he doesn't get enough 

millions.  Because we're AWESOME.  

 

This system is a time bomb.  The Lehman 

Brothers crash was just the opening 

act.  2SUNS does not do predictions (unless 

this happens to be right, in which case we'll 

become economic pundits for whatever 

pillock of a newspaper editor gives us the 

most money), but we see the future 

working a bit like this:  

 

F 
irst of all, we must ask why Greece 

hasn't just defaulted on its debts, or 

even taken the Iceland approach of 

putting up regulatory walls to stop 

the foreign money leaving and telling all 

the banks that they will get their money 

back, but there's a few things we need to 

do with it first so they can wait their fucking 

turn.  Iceland itself has done quite well out 

of this approach; it's still finding it hard to 

borrow cash, but it can do so and the 

economy is looking far healthier than 

Ireland's, which took the IMF-advocated 

austerity pill.  

This is because if this happens, Greece 

cannot function.  Their primary deficit - that 

part of the country's running costs that isn't 

covered by tax revenues - is too large; if it 

defaults, it won't be able to borrow money 

and that means none of the public sector 

get paid, and in Greece that amounts to 

60% of the working population.  

The whole point of the austerity program, 

though, is to eliminate that deficit.  It's a big 

stretch to say they'll ever repay their debts, 

but removing the deficit is an achievable 

goal, and at that point, default becomes a 

far more attractive idea.  It's still not a pretty 

option, but far better than decades of 

austerity and wearing down the debt 

mountain.  

So Greece defaults.  Investors panic, also 

pulling out of Portugal and Ireland, the 

other shaky, indebted economies.  Defaults 

from these two nations also become more 

likely, leading to huge losses in their two 

biggest creditors: Spain and the 

UK.  Despite incessant Tory drivel about how 

the country is broke, the UK will be able to 

weather the losses.  Spain won't, and that's 

a far bigger problem.  The three shaky 

economies total a combined GDP of about 

$750 billion.  Spain weighs in at $1.374 

trillion.  Europe's banks would be wiped out 

at a stroke and America's wouldn't look 

much better.  The ensuing financial crash 

will lead to the destruction of the euro as a 

currency, do similarly horrible things to the 

pound and may topple the dollar.  Even 

China, as the largest holder of eurozone 

debt, is likely to be shaken.  When the dust 

settles, the world will be a very different 

place.  

And that will be an interesting day. 

Grecian 500,000: the anti-austerity protests 

are the biggest Greece has seen since the 

fall of the fascist government in 1973. 
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*this one isn’t real. But you knew that. 

Seriously and genuinely one of the worst people alive, pro-am rabble-rouser Kelvin MacKenzie 

was editor of the Cun during its imperial phase of the 1980s and 1990s, responsible for, among 

other things, “GOTCHA!” and “THE TRUTH” - the famous frontpage demonising the victims of the 

Hillsborough disaster for completely fictional reasons, for which he has steadfastly refused to 

apologise like a cunt. MacKenzie recently left the Cun after 9,000 years to join the Daily Mail, 

which to be fair is more in line with his political beliefs (ie “fuck you”). His first column for the mail 

was a sickening piece called “Thank God for Murdoch”, which has to be the closest it is 

scientifically possible to get to actual fellatio without needing to be in the same room. MacKenzie 

also loathes the BBC, for the usual right-wing reasons (I’m paying for something that benefits the 

entire country, including myself? TYRANNY!), but is still a regular contributor to the likes of Question 

Time, Newsnight, and PM on Radio 4, for which he presumably gets paid out of the license fee he 

despises so much like a gigantic fascist prick. Hates everyone north of the A5. Will almost certainly 

die if he ever sets foot in Liverpool. Will definitely be torn to shreds should he venture into 

Scotland. One or both of these he should definitely do as soon as possible. Basically the enemy of 

anyone with a shred of decency. 
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SPECIAL APPEAL 

This man is 

28 years old.  

 

He’s the editor 

of 2SUNS 

magazine. 

 

Before 

completing this 

issue, he had 

long brown hair. 

Please, give whatever you can — 

opinion pieces on anything you can 

think of, letters telling us we’re shit, 

chilling manifestos written in your own 

blood, inscrutable map co-ordinates 

accompanied by a date and time 

and the word “alone” — to 

2SUNSmagazine@bobthefish.org.uk.  

 

Contribute to 2SUNS. 

For this man’s sake. 

For fuck’s sake. 
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There was a 9/11 before 2001. 

IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF 

2SUNS #8, Summer 2011. 


